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Summer nails 2020 gel



Our publishers independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. Home manicure is a notoriously complicated effort. There is much that enters it,
between the need to paint a small area with its non-dominant hand and the impatient one waiting for the enamel to dry and then accidentally stain it. Once your nails are done, you go to the plates and suddenly they're chipped. A long-lasting manicure doesn't just exist under UV lights in a
nail salon. We're talking about these uv-free gel nail polishes. They are formulated to be ultra-durable and withstand chipping for at least a week, and come in very nice colors. Keep scrolling to see the best gel nail polishes. These polishes feature exhibition-worthy packaging and a stellar
formula that continues without stripes or bubbbles. The best part: It really lasts up to two weeks. This enamel is infused with ingredients that are good for your nails, such as green tea extract, biotin, and omega-6 fatty acids. The formula is applied gently, dries quickly and is long lasting. This
enamel has a slightly thick formula that is well distributed thanks to the wide brush. It also comes in a wide range of colors (we're talking very, very wide), from light neutral roses to bold blues. When combined with the corresponding top layer, you can maintain up to one week of chip-free
wear. Vibrant and bright are the best adjectives that come to mind for this lacquer. Reviewers are also fans of the wide brush that makes it a striped app. Once dry, he expects his regular mani to stand out a lot. This enamel is an uns scratched, super bright lacquer that comes in over 60
shades and stays fresh for up to 10 days. We are particularly big fans of the nude/neutral range for a clean and classic mani. This economical polish combines base layer and color in a single application so you can master a quality home lounge mani, even in a crackle of time. Professional
tip: Apply this nail polish in thin layers to minimize drying time. Follow the accompanying top layer for a manicure that stays shiny and chip-free much longer than your regular polishing counterparts. This enamel comes in a range of super-spobbed, high-gloss tones that look freshly painted
for over a week. Like all London butter polishes, this is formulated without formaldehyde, formaldehyde resin, DBP, toluene, camphor, ethyl tosylamide, xylene or TPHP. Turn any nail color into gel enamel with this natural light-activated top layer. It delivers a bright, high-gloss finish that is
chip for up to 11 days. This high gloss polish is long lasting and conditioner. It is formulated to mimic the effects of a salon gel manicure and is made with a rare flower extract that works to strengthen nails. Two layers of this long-lasting enamel are all you need, no need for top layer or base
layer. On the hallmark of a good nail polish, dries very quickly. Okay, so this enamel requires UV light, but it was too good not to mention, and you can buy this UV lamp at home to cure polishing yourself! If you have brown skin, then you know that the traditional involvement of the naked
word does not always apply, so this long-lasting brown nude is a gem. With the mission of diversifying nail care, you can always be sure that Polish OOO will look great on dark skin. According to our Diversity Commitment, 15% of the products in our newly published market roundings will
have black and/or black-based brands. At the time of publication, we were unable to find enough gel enamels from black and/or black companies to meet this percentage. If you know of one that we should consider, please email us at contact@byrdie.com and we will evaluate the product as
soon as possible. Create a summer nail art look, which is monochrome in order to match any costume! Easy to do, this nail art is perfect for any situation! You will need: Nail varnish remover and nail file pads (preferably glass) Base nail shield White nail varnish Nail polish Black Nail art pen
Top coat nail varnish Remove any remaining nail varnish using remover and cotton pads that can be purchased from any pharmacy. The edges of nail files to a round or square shape making sure they are all uniform in length and shape. You can then cushion your nails by following the
step-by-step guide present in your nail buffer this will make your nails smooth, crestless and shiny. At this point if you wish you can hydrate your nails using cream hands-dry hands. Apply a base layer of nail varnish to protect nails and create a smooth finish. Apply a thin layer of white nail
varnish to your nail. Allow to dry for five to ten minutes. Apply a second layer of white nail varnish for an opaque, smooth finish. Use a black nail art pen with a thin brush and nib end to draw on your design, this can be touched using a cotton bud submerged in nail varnish remover. Allow to
dry well. Apply a final top layer if the nail varnish transparent to seal the design for a longer lasting nail. Show your new design to all your friends. Participated in the Beauty Contest This will show you how to make cute daisy nails. If you liked this please vote! Participated in the Hair and
Makeup Photo Contest: Courtesy of Tom Ford, Yves Saint Laurent, Essie, Sally Hansen, Dior, Jenna Hipp, NCLA, Deborah Lippmann, Chanel, Essie, Marc Jacobs, Maybelline, David Cook, Courtesy of Formula X, Tom Ford, Lancéme, OPI, Sally Hansen, David Cook, Courtesy of Formula
X, Tom Ford, Lancéme, OPI, Sally Hansen, David Cook, Courtesy of Formula RGB, Chanel, Dior, Jinsoon, M.A.C., Sonia Kashuk, Orly, Nails, Inc., Sally, Hansensie, Smith &amp; Cult, CND Once upon at once (about two months ago), believed that gel manicures were the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Some snooping around Amazon later, I was shown to be wrong: Everyone can make a manicure of gel at home! The best gel nail polishes will give you salon quality at home, everything for less time and money than you would need for a professional gel manicure, and
should last at least two weeks without chipping. All you need is a UV or LED lamp (not as scary as it sounds). That said, you'll get the best results from your gel manicure at home if you follow professional protocol. She always prepares the nail first, Hannah Lee, Sally Hansen Brand's
ambassador, tells Bustle. Shape, slightly improve and push the cuticles back. Also, be sure to remove excess oil and nail debris using a cotton ball and enamel remover. This will ensure that you have the best support on your nail. Lee also suggests painting each layer on a thin layer,
ensuring a more durable manicure, and covering the edge of the nail to prevent chipping. Just as important as applying gel enamel is the proper removal of gel enamel. To do this, Lee recommends soaking the nails in cuticle oil first, then placing an acetone-soaked cotton ball on each nail,
wrapping them in foil and waiting 15 minutes. If the enamel is peeling, you are ready to go; otherwise, wait another five minutes and check again. To mitigate the damage, Lee says, you don't want to peel the gel as it can remove part of your nail with it. It is important to wait until the enamel
is peeling well. It also recommends rehydrating the nails (with a cuticle oil or nail cream) after gently pushing the gel, as the acetone is super drying. But if they don't sell you the idea of a DIY gel manicure, you can opt for gel-inspired nail polish instead. You'll get the padded, chip-resistant
effects of true gel enamel, but you don't need UV light to cure them. They are also removed as normal polishes, so there is no need to do everything to soak and scrape. Either way, I've got you covered. Ahead, find three of the best gel nail polishes you can get on Amazon, plus two gel
effect options. There is also a non-intimidating UV lamp so you can get salon results at home, without the need for technical nail training. We only recommend products that we love and that we believe you will too. We may receive a portion of the sales of the products purchased in this
article, which was written by our Commerce team. According to thousands of enthusiastic Amazon reviewers and their flawless manicure selfies (selficures?), these Gellen nail polish sets deliver truly salon-caliber results that remain opaque and chipless for weeks. (Some professional nail
technicians favor this brand, too.) Considering the quality here, its price point of $23 is pretty amazing, that's about $10 less than a salon gel manicure. Bottles are about half the of a standard polishing bottle, but considering its longevity, you're still getting your career for the money. You can
choose from eight sets of six polishes, where you'll find everything from the pink neutrals shown above, to matte cakes and dark glows. Brilliant Review: The app was very easy and I only needed 2 coats. This was my first time making a DIY DIY gel and has lasted exactly a week so far with
zero chips!! If you're still having trouble, I'm fine as if I'd done my manicure yesterday... This includes caring for 3 children, bathing, showering, washing dishes, laundry, etc. Elite99 Soak Off UV LED Gel Nail PolishAmazonOther best-seller on Amazon, Elite99 nail polish sets are especially
beloved for their smooth application, fast curing time and vivid color ranges, such as candy purples and roses found in the set shown here. Like Gellen sets, reviewers confirm room-worthy results that remain for about two to three weeks. But the price point here is even better than Gellen
sets: This set of six full-size bottles goes for only $16 on Amazon. Brilliant Review: Elite99 is by far the best gel enamel I've ever used. It is the perfect consistency and continues smoothly, providing great coverage. It is easy to use and not 'glob up' like other gel polishes I have used. When I
cleaned with alcohol after applying the top layer, no color came out on the cotton, so it also heals well. Beetles Gel Polish Kit in MacaroonAmazonThe bright sweet tones in this Beetles Gel Polish Kit in Macaroon are the things of my youth obsessed with Lisa Frank, and critics confirm that
pigments are as vivid actually as they are in the images. The polishes will retain their hard and glossy finish for about two weeks. Face to face: At 5 milliliters (about 10 milliliters less than a standard nail polish bottle), these bottles are very mini. But with that in mind, you're getting 12 of them
for less than the cost of a single salon gel manicure. Brilliant Review: These gels are much stronger than most other gels out there. The colors are so vibrant and bold! You only need 2 layers instead of 4 or 5 as some brands require to achieve the expected color. 4The best Polish gel-
effectSally Hansen Miracle Gel Top Coat &amp; PolishAmazon If you don't have a UV or LED lamp, look for a gel-inspired enamel, like this one from Sally Hansen, that dries like a normal enamel, although it heals faster when exposed to sunlight. Along with Get Mod, an opaque and creamy
white enamel, this $28 pack comes with a matte and a glossy top layer for an adventure of choosing your own finish. Note that it is not necessary to use a base layer with this polishing. Brilliant Review: These are amazing! The colors are beautiful and I get the full payment in two easy-to-
apply coats. The curved wide brush is as close to a stroke as I've used, and makes the application smooth and buttery. The top layer is plush, bright, feels thick once dried and is also easy to use for a quick finish. 5The Best Gel Effect PolishCND Vinylux Weekly Nail PolishAmazonThese
CND Vinylux Weekly Nail Polishes give you results similar to a salon CND manicure gel, for almost a third of the price. A wide range of shadows are available on Amazon, from honeyed gold to brown in front of the red baroness, the iridescent berry red shown here. Resonate it with the
brand Long wear upper coat, which joins the polish to protect the color from cracking, squeezing and yellowing. The top layer is also formulated to be more durable over time, so its polishing will remain fresh and even up to a week of heavy wear, not as much as a true gel, but much longer
than a typical polish. There's no need for a base coat here either. Brilliant Review: So Impressed with this nail polish! It stays well long enough that you only have to change it when your nails start to grow. Even dinged it in some places and no chip; almost heals himself. It's the best polish
I've ever used. Ideal for working moms like me who wash their hands a lot! 6You'll also need: A UV lamp in the homeSUNUV SUN9C 24W Professional UV LED Nail LampAmazonI go the real path of the gel enamel route, get this nail lamp at home that uses UV and LED lights to quickly
cure any type of gel enamel or top layer of gel. The plug-and-play model and one-button operation are very easy to set up and use, and its compact design makes it easy to store, even if you're getting dangerously under storage space. Brilliant Review: BEST THING I'VE NEVER
PURCHASED... and I do a lot of shopping online. I used to work in a professional nail salon and this cheap lamp works as well as the $500 ones I used at work. I have been using the lamp for two years now and it still works great!! I paint my nails with gel all the time and use this nice gel
lamp. It's small and easy to use!!
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